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22 Abstract

23 Purpose: We compare published non-Cochrane reviews of nursing with their pre-registered 

24 protocols on PROSPERO to quantify the prevalence of differences and the extent to which the 

25 differences were explained. 

26 Methods: We searched for protocols and their corresponding reviews in PROSPERO’s nursing 

27 group that were “completed and published” from inception to September 8th, 2019. Two 

28 authors independently identified differences and classified the difference as none, partial, or 

29 complete, and determined if the existed differences had been explained. Frequency (n), 

30 percentage (%), median, and inter-quartile ranges were used to analyze the extent of differences 

31 and explanations.

32 Results: We identified 22 pre-registered protocols and their reviews. All 22 pairs (100%) 

33 exhibited differences. Eighteen pairs (82%) showed differences in at least six methodological 

34 sections, while 21 pairs (95%) involved completed difference in at least one section. The 

35 median number of differences per review was 8.00 (upper quartile = 6.00, lower quartile = 

36 9.75). The differences involved all 13 compared methodology-related sections. Only 5 (3%) of 

37 all differences were explained in the systematic reviews.

38 Conclusions: We observed widespread differences between non-Cochrane reviews of nursing 

39 and their protocols recorded in PROSPERO, with relatively few explanations for the changes. 

40 Measures including establishing a new item in the reporting guideline of systematic reviews to 

41 guide reporting and explaining the reasons for differences between protocols and systematic 

42 reviews or even requiring authors to do so at the Journal's author guideline are recommended 

43 to improve transparency.

44
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46 Introduction

47 Systematic reviews are recognized as being vitally important for evidence-based health care 

48 and guide clinical decision-making [1]. However, due to the nature of retrospective design, 

49 selective inclusion and reporting of outcomes must be addressed at the level of systematic 

50 review [2-4].

51 To ensure transparency in the assembly and writing of systematic reviews, some 

52 organizations, including the Cochrane Collaboration Organization [3] and the Joanna Briggs 

53 Institute [5], require registration of the review title and submission of the protocol, which 

54 documents the methods and planning of the review. However, these organizations produce only 

55 a relatively small proportion of published systematic reviews [1], and mandatory registration 

56 for most systematic reviews is lacking. In 2010, PRISMA issued a statement advocating 

57 registration of systematic review protocols and this was followed by the establishment of the 

58 International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO) by the United 

59 Kingdom Centre for Reviews and Dissemination in 2011[6]. Their objectives are to effectively 

60 fill the vacant position of the systematic review registration and provide a new registration 

61 platform for non-Cochrane systematic reviews with which they expect to improve the quality 

62 of these reviews [6-7]. For registration on PROSPERO, authors are required to submit 

63 information on the design and conduct of the review, including information on 22 mandatory 

64 and 18 optional items. Changes, amendments and updates can be made to a published protocol 

65 [8]. 

66 In some instances, there are valid reasons for protocol alteration, provided the results 

67 remain unknown. Legitimate modifications, for example, may extend the scope of searches to 

68 include older or newer studies, expand eligibility criteria that were possibly too narrow, or 

69 include additional analyses if the primary analysis suggests that this might be warranted. When 

70 such alterations are made it is important that they be fully documented and explained to avoid 
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71 introducing bias into the study [3-4]. Wherever possible, protocol changes should be avoided 

72 in order to ensure that research methodology is not changed in response to unexpected results 

73 [9]. It is particularly important that these changes be avoided during the data gathering and 

74 analysis steps of the study [9-10]. 

75 The number of systematic reviews indexed by MEDLINE has tripled over the past decade, 

76 with more than 8,000 published in 2016 alone [1]. It is also noticeable that there are differences 

77 between the final published reviews and the previously published protocols. Silagy, Middleton, 

78 and Hopewell (2002) reported that 43 out of 47 Cochrane systematic reviews contained major 

79 methodological changes [11]. Up to September 8th, 2019, there was a total of 851 systematic 

80 reviews registered in PROSPERO’s nursing group of which 27 were completed and published 

81 [12]. Yet to date, no study has compared the texts of published protocols in PROSPERO’s 

82 nursing group with their corresponding published reviews. While the Cochrane library 

83 conducts a rigorous assessment of registered protocols, PROSPERO does not and has no peer 

84 review or quality assessment [8]. With PROSPERO emerging as one of the major registration 

85 platforms for non-Cochrane systematic reviews, it is important to assess whether the protocols 

86 registered on PROSPERO have improved the transparency of non-Cochrane systematic 

87 reviews, specifically considering reviews in nursing. As such, our primary objective was to 

88 investigate and quantify differences in methodology-related sections between non-Cochrane 

89 systematic reviews and their pre-registered protocols on PROSPERO’s nursing group. Our 

90 secondary objective was to determine the extent to which these changes were reported and 

91 explained in the published systematic reviews.

92 Methods

93 Protocol and review identification

94 Published systematic reviews of both qualitative and quantitative research (interventions and 

95 observations) that had been pre-registered on PROSPERO’s nursing group were identified. 

96 This was done by electronic searching for all non-Cochrane nursing protocols on the 
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97 PROSPERO platform that were “completed and published” from inception to September 8th, 

98 2019. These records usually included citations and links to the final publication; if these were 

99 absent or invalid, the open databases (PubMed, Embase and Web of Science) were searched 

100 using the review title. The most recent version of the protocol was downloaded after a published 

101 review was identified. Two reviewers independently (K.Y.H and L.Z) examined the text of all 

102 “pairs” to exclude Cochrane reviews, JBI reviews, and reviews included non-clinical studies. 

103 We did not limit the language of published systematic reviews. 

104 Assessment

105 For each methodology-related section, two reviewers (K.Y.H. and F.M.) were required to 

106 compare the relevant text (including related supplementary files) and assess independently 

107 whether there were differences between the systematic reviews and their protocols in all 

108 methodology-related sections and, if so, judged and classified the differences as partial or 

109 complete. Any divergences in opinion between the two reviewers were resolved by 

110 consultation with the third reviewer (B.M.). Initially, a random sample of ten included 

111 systematic reviews was simultaneously assessed by the two reviewers (K.Y.H. and F.M.), with 

112 the formal assessment only commencing when significant (>90%) agreement was reached. 

113 Differences in any of the following 13 methodology-related sections were assessed: Review 

114 question, Search strategy, Participant(s)/population, Intervention(s)/exposure(s), 

115 Comparator(s)/control, Type of study design, Main outcome(s), Additional outcome(s), Study 

116 selection, Data extraction, Risk of bias assessment, Data synthesis, and Subgroups analysis. 

117 These 13 sections are the mandatory registration entries required by PROSPERO.

118 A language expert (L.L.S.) was employed to translate the non-English reviews. The 

119 translator has a multilingual background and is a professional medical translator. Before 

120 translation, we introduced the purpose and method of the research to the translator, and at the 

121 same time trained her with the systematic reviews production process. Two reviewers (K.Y.H. 
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122 and Q.Q.G.) and the language expert repeatedly proofread the texts in the process of translation 

123 to ensure accuracy of the translation.

124 When differences between a systematic review and its protocol were observed, two 

125 authors (K.Y.H. and F.M.) independently investigated whether there were amendments to the 

126 protocol or acknowledgment and explanation of the alterations in the published review. 

127 Consensus between both authors was required on whether differences were adequately 

128 explained in the publication. 

129 Classification of the extent of difference 

130 Differences were judged and classified using an internal guideline that was developed, 

131 independently pilot-tested (in n=10 pairs), and revised by two authors (K.Y.H. and B.M.) (S1 

132 Appendix). The categories used were: no difference (when the systematic review and protocol 

133 matched or when a section was either not applicable or not reported), partial difference (when 

134 a section was either not fully specified in the systematic review or the protocol, or when minor 

135 differences were observed between parts of sections) , and complete difference (when aspects 

136 of a section were modified in the systematic review or when a section was omitted from either 

137 the protocol or the review). If judgments differed on a section, we chose the ‘‘worst case’’ 

138 (e.g., when we observed a partial and a complete difference, we classified the compared section  

139 as having a complete difference). If there were more than two partial differences concerning 

140 the one section, we also classified it as having a complete difference. 

141 Statistical methods

142 Statistical analysis was performed with Microsoft Excel 2016 software. Frequency (n), 

143 percentage (%), median and Inter-quartile range were used to analyze the extent of difference 

144 in each compared methodology-related section of the reviews and the extent of reporting and 

145 explanation for the differences in the systematic reviews. 

146 Results

147 Included studies
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148 From inception of the platform to September 8th, 2019, 851 non-Cochrane protocols were 

149 registered on PROSPERO’s nursing group, with 27 reviews completed and published. Of these 

150 27 reviews, two were excluded because they were JBI reviews, two were excluded because 

151 they were assessments of health technology, and one was excluded because it was a clinical 

152 practice guideline. Twenty-two systematic reviews were eligible and included (Figure1. Flow 

153 diagram for the identification and selection of eligible systematic reviews in this study.); two 

154 of these were in German, one in Farsi, and 19 in English. All excluded and included reviews 

155 were listed in S2 Appendix.

156 Results of comparisons

157 All differences between the systematic reviews and their protocols are listed in S3 Appendix. 

158 These differences were seen in all the included systematic reviews and in all 13 of the 

159 methodology-related sections. We observed that many protocols were deficient in key 

160 information such as details of participants, intervention/exposure, comparator, and outcomes. 

161 More alarmingly, key information was often missing in mandatory fields such as “Search 

162 strategy”, “Study selection”, “Data extraction”, “Risk of bias assessment”, and “Data 

163 synthesis”.

164 Extent of changes 

165 All 22 pairs (100%) exhibited differences, and the extent pf changes was categorized based on 

166 data in S3 Appendix. At least six sections involved differences (completed or/and partial) in 

167 18 pairs (82%). At least four sections occurred partial difference in 13 pairs (59%), and at least 

168 one section occurred complete difference in 21 pairs (95%). The median number of difference 

169 peer review was 8.00 (upper quartile = 6.00, lower quartile = 9.75). The prevalence of 

170 difference in each pair was shown in Fig. 1. (Figure 2. The prevalence of difference in each 

171 pair)

172 Differences involved all 13 methodology-related sections. All pairs (100%) showed 

173 differences (completed or/and partial) in “Search strategy”. Half of the pairs differed 
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174 (completed or/and partial) in the sections “Type of study design”, 

175 “Intervention(s)/exposure(s)”, “Participant(s)/population”, “Main outcome(s)”, “Search 

176 strategy”, “Study selection”, “Data extraction”, “Risk of bias assessment”, and “Data 

177 synthesis”. Furthermore, there were partial differences in half of the pairs regarding the sections 

178 “Data synthesis”, “ Risk of bias assessment”, and “Intervention(s)/exposure(s)”; there were 

179 complete differences in half of the pairs regarding the sections “Search strategy” and “Data 

180 extraction”. The prevalence of difference in each section was shown in Fig. 2.( Figure 3. The 

181 prevalence of difference in each compared methodology-related section)

182 Reporting and explanation of differences

183 Of all 286 judgments (22 pairs times 13 sections), 167 involved differences. Of those, 81 were 

184 judged to be partial differences and 86 to be complete differences. Only 5 (3%) of all 

185 differences were explained in the systematic review, and these only occurred in “Data synthesis” 

186 and “Subgroup analysis”. The prevalence of explanation for all differences was shown in Fig.3. 

187 (Figure 4. The extent of explanation for all differences)

188 Discussion

189 This is a descriptive investigation of all non-Cochrane review protocols registered on 

190 PROSPERO’s nursing group and a comparison with their corresponding published full-text 

191 reviews. We found alterations in all pairs and showed that these alterations involved all 13 

192 compared methodology-related sections. However, only 3% of all alterations were explained 

193 in the systematic reviews. 

194 The impact of changes

195 While some alterations may clearly impact the methodological and reporting quality, as well 

196 as introduce risk of bias, in the published systematic review, this may not necessarily be 

197 apparent in all cases [13]. An example is the application of limits to language of publication 

198 and databases, which might result in a high risk of bias for a particular area. Modification of 

199 participants, interventions, comparison, outcomes, study design, and subgroup analysis are not 
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200 as obvious in terms of potential sources of bias or manipulation. Ideally, the review should be 

201 conducted in strict accordance with the published protocol, as this would reduce the chances 

202 of bias resulting from possible conscious or unconscious manipulation to reach an anticipated 

203 conclusion [9]. Nevertheless, in some cases, there may be valid reasons for modifying protocols. 

204 Such legitimate modifications may include broadening the search period to include newer or 

205 older studies, expanding eligibility criteria that may have been found too narrow, or the 

206 addition of further analyses if the primary analyses suggest that these are warranted. However, 

207 it is necessary to describe the alterations and explain the rationale for including them in the 

208 review to reinforce the transparency of the systematic review process [3-4]. 

209 We found that all pairs (100%) underwent some alterations during the research process 

210 with only 3% of these differences explained in the systematic reviews. Thus, the transparency 

211 of non-Cochrane systematic reviews of nursing registered on PROSPERO’s nursing group is 

212 deemed inadequate. A recent study compared 80 non-Cochrane systematic reviews with their 

213 published protocols, and found that almost all (92.5%) differed from their protocols in at least 

214 one of the methods-related “Preferred reporting items for systematic review and meta-analysis 

215 protocols” (PRISMA-P) items and their subcategories, with only 7% of these providing an 

216 explanation [14]. Similar discrepancies between non-Cochrane systematic reviews and their 

217 PROSPERO protocols have been reported [15-18]. Although these discrepancies appear to be 

218 fairly common, reasons for the differences are rarely addressed. 

219 Improving the transparency 

220 The responsibility of authors to follow their protocols or to clearly describe and explain the 

221 reasons for any alterations should be highlighted. Authors of systematic reviews should be 

222 encouraged to record changes to protocols, with explanations, on PROSPERO. We also suggest 

223 adding a new item to “Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-

224 Analyses”(PRISMA), “Meta-analysis of Observational Studies in Epidemiology” (MOOSE), 
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225 and “Enhancing transparency in reporting the synthesis of qualitative research”(ENTREQ) to 

226 guide authors reporting the alterations (with explanations) between protocols and systematic 

227 reviews. This would also allow readers and users of systematic reviews to be aware of the 

228 implications of reviews not adhering to the protocols. In addition, journals could include a 

229 request to authors in their author guidelines to provide details of any changes (with appropriate 

230 reasons) made to the original protocol in an appendix to the published review. This would allow 

231 editors or peer reviewers to compare manuscripts systematic reviews with their protocols and 

232 check discrepancies with the authors. Regulation at a higher level, such as the International 

233 Medical Journal Editors' Committee (ICJE), is also recommended to improve transparency and 

234 uniformity in biomedical publishing. 

235 The strengths and limitations of this study

236 This is the first study to compare non-Cochrane systematic reviews with their protocols 

237 registered on PROSPERO’s nursing group regarding differences in all methodology-related 

238 sections, as opposed to only differences in predefined outcomes. We acknowledge several 

239 limitations to our study. Firstly, we identified the published systematic reviews by using the 

240 final publication detail of PROSPERO’s record. It is therefore possible that the reviews could 

241 be misses if the information was not updated. Additionally, although we did not restrict the 

242 number of reviews based on language or date of protocol registration, the sample size was still 

243 relatively small. Secondly, we did not verify the differences with the authors due to limited 

244 resources. Our study was based solely on the reporting of the systematic reviews and their 

245 protocols, resulting in decisions on differences being affected by the quality of the reporting. 

246 Implication for future research

247 A necessary focus for future research is the reporting quality of the protocol registered on 

248 PROSPERO’s nursing group. The protocol allows comparison, with complete reviews to 

249 determine possible reporting bias [13]. The reporting quality thus affects conclusions on 

250 differences between the protocol and the review, influencing the transparency of the review. 
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251 Currently, there is no peer review or quality control of PROSPERO’s protocols, increasing the 

252 probability of poor reporting quality [8]. It is also necessary to verify differences and 

253 explanations with authors in order to have an understanding of the reasons for the changes and 

254 their impact on the quality of the final review. The question of whether altering a specific aspect 

255 of a methodology-related section is associated with higher or lower methodological quality 

256 should also be investigated. 

257 Conclusions

258 Differences between the non-Cochrane systematic reviews of nursing and their protocols 

259 recorded on PROSPERO’s nursing group were widespread, with relatively few explanations. 

260 We recommend measures to improve transparency of non-Cochrane systematic reviews of 

261 nursing, specifically, establishing a new item in PRISMA, MOOSE, and ENTREQ to guide 

262 reporting and explaining the reasons for differences between protocols and systematic reviews 

263 or even requiring authors to do so at the Journal's author guideline. 
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